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Abstract

The National Commission on Higher Education'Isiues (1982: ly

recently concluded that "the greatest danger to quality in higher

education in the 1980s is cuts-across-the-board." While a large

literature on the danger of across - the - board cuts supports this

conclusion, little empirical information is. available on the e*tent to
. It

which this practice is employed in colleges and universities, or about

the factors that affect the de ee of reliance on across-the-board

cuts. This study examines the relative, incidence of across-the-board

cuts in higher education for all institutions that experienced

decreasing revenues between 1976-77 and 1980-81. It also tests a

number of hypotheses about factors that affect the extent to which

administrators employ across-the-board .cuts versus selective cuts.
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CUTBACK flpiAgrENT AND RESOURCE REALLOCATION IN HIGIR1 EDUCATION

The NatiOnial Commission on Higher Educationissues (1982: 1)

rec1pntly concluded from their study of institutional priorities and

admiinistrative leadership that "the greatest danger to quality in

higher education.in the 1980s is "cuts-across-the-board. A

substantial literature, which focuses on why across-thel.board cuts are

airOmmon responseto decreasing revenues and the dangers associated

with this practice,bas emerged over the past few years and'Iully

suPports_the Commission's conclusion. Unfortunately, there is little

empirica) information on the extent to whiCh this practice is employed,

or on the factors that affect adminiStrative decisions on how and where

to cut during a period of retrenchment. This study examines the

relative incidence of across-the-board versus selective cuts in higher

education, and'tests a number of propositions about factors that affect

the selection of a cut back strategy.

Across -the -board Cuts

Several researchers, such as Jick. and rray (1982) and Behn

(1980), hive noted that many organizations, both within and outside of

higher education, employ acrost-the-board cuts as a response to

decreasing revenues., The public administration and organization theory

literatures have examined both the reasons for this practice and the

associated dangers.- Administrators tend to employ across-the-board
.

cuts for two reasons,. First, across-the-board cuts promote!'promote!' a

haresequal itlt everyone shares equally in the problems of the

(Levine. 11178;41hetten, 1981). Equally sharing the burden of reduced
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revenues helps avoid the politicaT infighting and conflict associated

with the reallocation of scarce resources. Second, across-the-board

cuts are passive or delaying actions that require little exercise of

administrative discretion (Jick and"Murray, 1982;.Murray, Jick, and

Bradshaw, 1983). They enable adwinistra _ors to avoid the reality of

starce resources and the hard choice quired to retrench (Combs,

'1982). In short, across-the-board cuts are a common, passive response

to decreasing revenues because they are easier to accomplish than

deciding how and where to make selective cuts in organizational

operations.

Although across-the-board cuts are common and-may reduce the pain

of administrative dedision making, they do have a number of drawbacks.

While appearing to be equitable, across-thd-board cuts penalize an

organization's most efficient units, a phenomenon that Levine (1979)

has labelled the "efficiency paradox." Efficient'unitshaVe fewer

slack resources with which to absorb budgetary cuts than less efficient

Units. As a result, across-the-board cuts often have two unintended

consequences. First, administrators have no incentive to conserve

resources and operate efficiently, something that becomes

self-d ting bring a period of declining revenues. Second, the

Production level of the organization can decrease dispropbrtionately

more than the extent to which cuts were made. Td paraphrase Behn

(1980), cutting back any unit beyond the point where organizatiJ:ial

slack can be used to absorb cuts without reducing outpLit will sediire

prodJction by more than the percentage. of the cut.

ty default, adMinistratori give up'control of the retrenchment

procesein using across-the-board cuts. AndWhen administrative

2
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control is lost, an institution can enter into ,a !self-rdenforcing,

downward spiral of declining resources and capabilities (Behn, 1980:

617);" An initial decrease fn resources forces a first round of

program cuts. These cuts, in turn, discourage the organization's most

talented and productive meMbers who, also being-the-most mobile, leave.

NTheir departure hurts-the-organization's productivity and makes it more

difficul thd organization to attract r sources. The subsequent

decrease forces a second round of cuts. And, so thedownward spiral

continues. Unless administrators can break out of the spiral of

decline,. organizational demise becomes a real'possibiiity (Cyert, 1978;

Bozeman and Slusher,.1979).

While much has been written about the dangers of across-the-bdard

cuts-little information is available on how common the practice is, or

about factors. that Affect adminiStrative .decisions concerning cutback

management..,- The purpose of this study is to provide that information

:for the population of colleges and universities as a whole. As

Starbuck (19'6: 1100) riot , one major impliCation of Conducting-a

large-sample study of th: sort is that it can be used to discover

40,4' agate, general propensities to which few, if any organizations

conform,to 'exactly." In other words, such analyses pr vide ()very

of the behaVior of'the higher education system, rather than of the

behavior of individual institutions wit in it. The advantage of this -

type of study is that it provides a perspective within which more

intensive, small-sample:studies can be productive. In essence,.

-Targe-sample studies can help identify important research questions

y
that can be fruitfully pursued in smaller scale studies. Thus, the

purpose of this study is to provide an overview of cutback managemerr.
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and resource reallocation ii higher education, and to identify areas in

which small intensive sample studies would be (4eful.-

The central concept around which ttlestudy is designed is the

reallocation of resources in colleges and univer ,$ties under conditions

of declining revenues.- Reallocation,can be viewed as ranging between
4

two extremes: from no reallocation, 'where the proportionate

=distribution of resources acrossorganizational units or areas of

operation remains constant as reLnuesdecrease (i.e., across- the -board

cuts), to_total rea)location,,where all the remaining resources of the

organization are redirected to a single unit, or area of operation. The

analysis examines the effects of the severity of revenue, decline, the

duration of the decline episode, an institution's recent history in

dapaging decline, institutional control, andtype of institution on the

reallocation of institutional resources.' The expected effects d the

rationale for each are presented i-

Hypotheses

i
lowing six hypotheses.

1. The extent to which reallocation occurs is positively related to

the severity of declining revenues.

This proposition is based on the premise that-the greater the

magnitudeOf revenue decline, the greater the threat to institutional

survival. When institutional survival is threatened, administratorS

often-have little choice but to undertake drastic Action. Moreover,

the reality of decreasing revenues is immediate and unavoidable; and

resistance to change within the organization is reduced. Asa result,

adininistrators are more likely to take corrective actions and

- reallocate resources so as to enhance an institution's chances for

4



surv4vaj. Therefore, it is expected that there is lesS.ofa.propensity

to use across-the-board cuts, and a greater propensityto make

selective cuts-and reallocate resources as the severity of revenue

decline increases.)

,-
2. The 1,onger the duration of a decline episode, the greater the

extent to which"ins.titutions rely on across-the-board cuts over

time.

Jick arid Murray (1982) have suggested thaforganizations adopt

more'passive responses to decline over time as the length of a decline

'episode increases. Given thatacross-the-board cuts are a passive

response to decreasing revenues, the expectation is that institutions

will rely on them more with the passage of time. 2
Murray,-Jick, and

1110,

Bradshaw (1983) have empirically demonstrated-this effect in a study of

the responses of six hospitals to declining 'revenues over a five

period. They found that these institutions initially responded to

decreased revenues by increasing efficiency and reallocating resources.

But as the duration of the decline episode increased, the emphasis on'

reallocation gave way to delaying -acti,ons.
7Ik

3. Institutions that have experienced decreasing' revenues in the past

are more likely to=engage.in reallocation than are i stitutions

with no recent history of revenue decline.

This hypothesis is based on Nottenburg and Fedor (1983), who

suggest that past experience with managing decline may sensitize the

'information sensing and processing meFhanisms within an organization.

In turn, if an organization is sensitive to.such information, it is

V/
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more likely to act quickly and respond to decreasing revenues through

the reallocation of resources.' Conversely, Kiesler and Sproull (1982)

arslie that research'on social cognition suggests that past.experience

in managing a crisis will have little affect on the management of a

current crisis since social,cognition processes often result in a

"deficiency of memory" in this, type of situation. Therefore, the third
/

hypothesis-provides a manner of examining, the relative usefulness of .

these two divergent yiews in Understandin4 reallocation behavior'in

institutions of higher edUcation. -

4. Private institutions reallocate more resources under conditions of

decreasing revenues than do, public institutions.

Behn (1980), Jick and Murray (1982), and Murray, et al. (1983)

suggest that institutions willirengage in delaying actions if they

believe that an external agency is likely to provide additional

resources in an emergency situation. Public institutions' hive state

legiSlatures and coordinating agencies that.can act as courts of last

,resort. Private institutions, with the exceptionf a small number of

schools with religious affiliations, are less likely to" be able to.call

upon an outside agency to make up reven shortfalls. Moreover,

administrators.inpublic institutions appear to have less budgetary

fiscretion than'their counterparts in private institutions, which

hinders their ability to reallocate resources. Therefore, it is

,expected that privafe institutions at-e more likely to reallocate

resources than are public institutions. I,

6
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5.Two-year institutions reallocate more resources among functional

areas during perirs of decreasing revenues than do-four-year

institutions.

This hypothesis is based' on a finding by,.KrakoWer and Zammuto

(1983) that enrollment inertiapver time accounts for a gre er
1/4.

proportion of the variance in year-to-year cftnget in enrdllments for
I

four-year institutions than for, two -year institutions. 'Extending this

finding to the current study suggests that inertia is inversely related

to reallocatiOn. That is, the less inertia, the more likely An

institution is to engage in selective cuts and resource reallocation.

Therefore, if,the general thrutt of the Krakower and Zammuto (1983) .

finding is applicable to institutional revers, one might expect that
p

.

two-year institutions reallocate more resources than do four-yea

institutions.

6. Reallocation will occur so as to protect the technical core of the

organization.

Thompson (1967) noted that the administrative and support units of

an organization function as a Atiffer' ir\ protecting the technical or

operating core froM changing environmental conditions. With respect to

higher education, the traditional techniAcal core of colleges and;

universities are the teaching, research, and public service functions.

The expectation is that institutions will protect these areas by

cutting more deeply into administrative and support operations, and by_

reallocating the freed resources to-these core areas of operation.



METHODOLOGY

-.,

_Data Base and4Sample ,`
.

, A
. 4

: .-
DaAa;for this study were obtain"ed from the Higher Education

l,, . . , . y

.
General Informat,jon Survey ( HEGIS) finance and enrollments

clueitonnairgir s-forthe period betWeen 1973-74 and 1980-81. The sample

Used to test thefirtt five hypotheses ilcluded all 'institutions in the

HEGIS universe that experienced declining revenues from one year to the

next in any of the years.between 1975-76 and 1980-81. The sample used

in,the analysis for the giXth hypothesis included al) institutions

reporting HEGIS financial and enrollment data between 1976-77`and

<-7` 1980-81.

Variables

The reallocation variable used_in the study was developed by

Ludwig (1983). It is defined as the percentage of constant dollar

expenditures across functional areas in time t+1 that differs from what

would be expected given a pure, across-the-board cutback.

Notationally, the reallocation variable is expressed as follows:'

[:i=1

n=10

lai,t+1
(ai,t x (1 - /2

O<R<1

n=10
ai,t+1

9=1

Where 'a'-is the expenditures per area of institutional operations

and 'C' Is the percent decrease in total organizational expenditures

from timeiit to time t+?: The functional areas are: -1) instruction, 2)

research,3) public service.e4) academic.support,,5) libraries, 6),

student services, 7) institutional.support, 8) plant operation and

Maintenance, 9) scholarships' and fellowships, and 10) educational and

12



general mandatory.transfers. (A description of fhe'types of

eXpenditures in each category is provided in the appendix.) The

reallocation score can range from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates a pure,
. .

across- the -board cutback and 1 indicates a total reallocation of

resources to one area,of operation. As Ludwig (1983),has shown,
. _

.-.

-score of .10 wouldi indicate that ten perscent"pf an thstitutipp's.
.4g.:

resources

k' I,

time t+1.

The severity of decline variable (S) is the pertentage decrease in
,

total constant dollar revenues from time t to time t +1. The duration

of decline variable (D) :is:the number of consecutive years in which

revenues' have decreased. The recent history.of decline (H) is a dummy

variable, coded "1" if an institution had experienced. decreasing

revenues prior to time iff.and "0" if it had not: Data for 1973-74 and

1974-75 were included to Calculate these last two variables so that it

is possible for D to have a value of 2 and H to,.have a value of 1

-during the first siudy.year,-which is 1976-77. Institutional control

(C) is operationalized With public institutions coded "eand private.

.institutions code "1. ", Idstitutidnal type (T) also is operationalized

as a dumMY variable. Two -year institutions are coded "0" while

four -;year institu ions. are coded "1." '

Analyses

The first five hyp6the'ses were tested by regressing the
, .

reallocation variable ,(R) 'on the five independent variables (S, D, H,

C, T). The hypotheses were accepted if the relationships were in:the

predicted: direction and were significant (p<.05). Observations for

each of the years were poored'into 'a single?analytis. As a, result, an,.

13
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institution could appear as five separate observegrions if its revenues

decreased from one year to the next during each of the years included `

in, the study. Preliminary analyses indicated that neither

autocorrelation or hetteroscedasticity is'a problem, making ordinary

least squars regression appropriate.

The hypothesis,concerning'where reallocation occurred among the

functional areas was examined in a different manner.' Curves were

fitted to data for changes In 'alllIcations to each functional area. The

resulting figures, shown and, discussed in the results section, provide

a visual representation of'resource reallocation among-the functional

areas over a range of changes in total revenues values.

Two restrictions were applied in selecting a sample for testing

the sixth hypothesis. These restrictions were designed to eliminate
A

extreme cases so that the resulting resource allocation curves would

not be unduly distorted in representing the experjences'of the majority

of colleges and universities. Moreover, the analysis included

. institutions with growing revenues as well as those with declining:

revenues. This allowed for an examination of the relative symmetry of

resource allocation' under conditions of increasing and decreasing

revenues. The sampling restrictions were: )1) changes in total,

revenues from one year to the next did not exceed 20 percent, and 2)

institutional enrollments were at least 200 full-time equivalent

students. This last restriction was°applied because preliminary

analysis indicated' that the volatility of resource allocation among

functional areas was much higher in small schools than it was in larger

instvitutions. Data for institutions were pooled across the years of

the study, so that a single. institution could appear as five

10
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observations. Given the complexity of the analy is, resource

allocation curves were 'generated only for public nd private four-year

institutions. Application of the sampling relric ions resulted in

2,406 of a potential2565 observations (93.8'perce 0 being included

in the pyblic four-year sample, and 4,121 of a potelial 4,615

obsehat4ons (89.3 percent) being includedoin the private_four-year

sample.

Resource allocation curves for each of the functional areas were

generated in the fellowin§ manner\. First, the difference in the

proportion of total.itistitutional expenditure; (TE) allocated to eachr'

functional area from one year 'to the next ((a.
1,t+1 trt I

/TE ) - (a. /TE
t
))

was regressed on the percent change in total revenues IS) from one year

to the next. It was expected that the relationship between resource

allocation and changes in total revenues was not linear over the whole

range of values, so squared and cubed change in total revenues (S
2

, S
3

)

terms also were included in the regression equation. Finally, percent

change in enrollment ((Et+i-Et) Et) was also added to the regression

equation to control for changes in allocations, among functional areas

that could be; attributed solely to changes in enrollments.

Then the significant unstandardized regression coefficients for.

the revenue variables were used to plot a resource allocation curve for

each functional area using 20 sample values for changes in revenues.

Enrollments were treated as fixed-and not used to construct the curves.

Visual examination of the resulting curves provide a general indication

of hOw resources are reallocated-among functional areas as revenues.

change. 4

11
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Results

Figure 1 presents the findings for the distribution of

institutions by the extent To which reallocat4on occurred as total ,

revenues decreased for 3,893 observations over, the five year°study
A.;

period. The results show that the extent of reallocation, among

functional areas was five percent or less, fOr-54 percent oPthe cases.

A total of 216 of these cases (5.5 percent of the total), were for pure,4
1

across-the-board cuts (i.e., reallocation score of .00). :As can be-

seen by the distribution presented in the figure, the,majority of the

Ices tended-toward minimal reallocation.' Only 22 percept of "he cases

reallocated moie than 10 percent among the functional areas.

-Elimination of cases with incomplete data reduced thesize.of the

sample to 8,647 cases for the regression analysit. The average change,.

I.
in revenues was minus seven pertent, and the average proportion of

resources reallocated among functional areas was 7..4 percent_ In-terms

of institutional characterittics, 47 percent of the cases were private

institutions, and 41 perCent were two-year institutions.

Table 1 presents the results of the regression analysis., The

coefficients for the severity of decline, duration of the decline

episode, institutional control and'institutional type were significant,

and in the prediCted direction. Therefore, they can be taken as

supporting the hypotheses that reallocation: 1) increases as the

severity of decline increases, 2) decreases at the length of a decline

-episode increases, 3) is more likely,in private institutions, and 4) is

more likely in two-year istitutions. .The coefficient for the past

experience le was sigpificant, but it also was the opposite of.

L'the predicted djrection. is finding suggests that both the;rationale

45r.
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for the third hypothesjs learning from past experience increases

reallocation) and the alternative suggestedgby social cognitiOn theory

(ire., that a "defitiency of memory" will resultin past experience

hailino no effect onthe present) are inaccurate. What the, results may

:ndiCate is that those institutions. may not have accumulated. enough

.,1-slack resources between decline'episodes to be able to cut selectively.

and reallocate resources. This may result in a situation similar to

that suggested in the second' hypothesis, which is concerned with the
.

duration of decline episode.

The results of the analysis designed to examine the sixth.
t.

',hypothesis, where cuts and' reallocatipns were made, are presentod in

,,Figures 2 thrqygtiv6; Again, it is important t6 emphasize that these
, , ,

,

r
';'i-

I

, .

turves are.deserippons of general tendencies within the sample, and

are not tct*present the experiencesof any single institution.
. . ./_

,_.

11% for. the regrossiohs used to generate the curves bear out this
If

-1,nt' .0n,tbe average, the Curves in Figures 3 to 6 explain about one

'' '''Id °i ,

0-, t of the variance for changes in resources allocated to the
i--, %;;

percen

i-\
various A endture categories. (The regressions used to calculate the

yl,

n,i / . J. - Olenfi ure 2 explained, 34 percent of the variance for private-. :

..,j .

,., r4

'q ons.1052 percent of the variance for public institutions.)
P '

, /

...

P,. s represent general tendencies within the sample,

re is considerable variation in the behavior of

ua tutions.

-Figure 2 presents the relationship between changes in total

revenues and changes in total expenditures. Looking across the

diagonal from the lower left corner to-the upper right corner, it can

be seen that evenditures adjust rather slowly in response to changes

13
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in revenues. As Aresult, expenditures increase during.perjods of

increasing revenues, but at a slower rate than the rate of increase in

revenues. : Similarly, expenditures decrease at a sloWer- rate than the

rate of decline in 'revenues. tAs a result, increasing revenues are

likely*to generate surpluses, and decreasing revenues are likely to

result'in deficits, faster pace than revenues decrease.

Figure 3 shows' how allocations. of expenditures in,core areas of-

institutional operations-- instruction, resear4ch, and public

service= -vary as total revenues change for public four-year

institutions. The curves indicate that changes in instructional

expenditures are negatively related to changes in total revenues, while

there is a s141htly positive relationship between changes in total

revenues and'changes An resources allocated to research and public

service. Hypothesis six states th institutions will protect their

-7,core areas of operation as resources hecome_more_scarce,-whichthe

.curves partially support (1.e:, inspauction acquires a larger( shae of

expenditureS and-revenues 'decrease,.

Figare.4 presents the resource allocation curves for the support

areas of institutional operations for public four -year institutions.:

The regresSion analyses used to generate the curves revealed that no

significant patterns of allocation were evident in the'data for the

acadeMic support, library, or student services expenditures, which is
. :

to say that there was no statistically disCernable pattern as to how

institutions reallocated resources among these expenditure

classifications. For the four areas in which patterns were evident,

the figure shows that educational andsgeneral-mandatory transfers have

a negative relationship with decreasing revenues and a positive

14
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relationship with increasing revenues. \Plant maintenance expenditures,

on the other hand, have a negative relationship with changes in revenue

across the range of values, while scholarship and institutional support

expenditures are positively related torchanges in revenues.

The negative relationship between changes in revenues and plant

maintenance expenditures and mandatory, transfers are not consistent

with the hypothesis as stated, but may reflect the "fixed cost"

components of these expenditure areas. In contrast, expenditures for .

institutional support and scholarships fit the pattern suggested by the

hypothesis, and comparison of the curves in Figures 3 and 4 suggests

that much of the reallocation occurs in the transfer of funds from

scholarships to instruction.

Figures 5 and 6 present the same information for private fgur-year

institutions..., Figure 5, which shows the expenditure curves for core

areas of institutional operations, shows that thr
4

urce

the saMe for public and private four-year institutions as

revenues increase. ,But there is a noticeable difference been the
ci

two institutional sectors in instructi6a1 expenditures as-revenues

decrease. While'igstrudtional expenditdres were negatively related to

decreasing revenues across the whole range of values for public

four-year institutions, they were negatively related-to revenues across

part of the range for private institutions. The curve suggests that

the instruction function is allocated an increasing share of

institutional resources as the magnitude'of.revenue decline approaches

ten percent. The reallocation of additional resources then tapers off

to about a 15 percentdecrease in revenues, at which point resources

are reallocated away from instruction to other areas-.

s? 15
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Figure 6 presentsthe curves for the support areas of

institutional operations in private four-year institutions. As was the

case for public institutions,, no significant pattern for academic

support expenditures. was found, and expenditures for scholarshjps

deCreased as revenues decreased. In contrast to the findings for

public institutions, it appears that these resources are diverted:

largely to other support,areas of institutional operatiOns such as
ti

student services, institutional support, plant maintenance, and library

expenditures. Moreover, while, the same relationship is evident for

public and private institutions for mandatory transfers when revenues

increase, they proceed in the opposite direction when revenues

decrease.

Overall, hypothesis 6 is only actially suported, and the

findings for public institutions appear to fit t' better than that for

private institutions. Expenditures for instruction, which is clearly

the core area of all colleges and universities operations, appear to.be

buffered from the full impact of decreasing revenues.# The results also

suggest that fixed costs and restricted expenditures limit the extent

to ich resources from some of the components can be reallocated to
.

other areas of operation. BUt, contrary to the logic:of the

(''
hypothesis, it appears that much of the reallocation in private

institutions is from support areas into other support areas.
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DISCUSSION

As noted in ,the introduction, the purpose'of a large-sample study.

such as this one is to outline the general dynamics oi a.systgm. The

.value of such a study lies in'its ability to provide a perspective

within which small-sample studies can be designed.to discover why the

identified systems,6namics occur. The discussion, therefore, will

focus on implications that can be fruitfully applied to_directing

finer-grained examinations-of cutback management in institu ions e'

higher education.

First, the results suggest that the concern with across-the-board
A

cuts per se is misplaced. Contrary tocolikentional wisdorii; the results

,

Show at 'across-the-board cuts ar the exception rather than the rule

in colleges and universities. wha the findings suggest is that a more

appropriate question for bAh administrators and researchers would be:-

How much reallocation ts needed in order to realign an institution to A

chAnging environment? The findings also show that although most

, 1

institutions_reallocated resources to some extent as revenues declined,

the proportion of resources reallocated was fairly minimal.. Five

percent or less of institutional resources were reallocated over 50 -,

percent of thecases in the sample. This £uggests that more intensive

studies on small samples' a colleges and universities. should focus on

the relationship between the extent to which resources are reallocated

and the subsequent effectiveness of institutional 'performance.

SeCond, a number of structural factors--those over which

administrators have little control such as institutiona.rcontrol and

type--have significant effects on reallocation behavior. Future

small-sample studies should attempt to determine more preCisely why
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such factors exert a constraining influence on administrative behavior.

In the same vein, it' would also be useful to determine how such factors
.

constrain the options open to administratbrs
,
in the process of cutback

management. The analysis of where cuts and reallocation occur among

the functional:areas are suggestive in this respect.

Consider the difference between the general tendencies of private

and pdblic institutions as represented by the instructional 40

expenditures curves. Reallocation to instruction increased in public

institutions. across the continuum of decreasing revenues. In contrast,

reallocation to instruction increased across part of 'the revenue range

for private institutions then decreased as revenue decline became more

severe. This difference may be related to differences in the major

source of revenues in public and private institutions. Private

institutions are more dependent on tuition and fedsras a source of

income than are public institutions, which rely more heavily ord,t

government appropriation's. AS a,result, the pressures on pi-ivate

institutions 9 recruit and *retain students during,a period of

declining revenues are more intense than for public
4
institutionsiThis

in turn may explain some of the' differences in:the resource

reallocation patterns observed.for public and private institutions..

Two of the four areas to which resources tended to be reallocated
f,

in private institutions were student services and plant maintenance.

.Student services is by definition related to student recruitment and

retention. Plant maintenznce is related to retention- in that the .'

physical climate of a'residential campus, which is charaCteristic of

-most private institutions, is an important factor in attracting and



retaining students. Thus thesersupportareas may become critical to

the continued viability of apriVate institution as revenues decrease:

The decrease observed in the instructional expenditures curve for

private institutions as the severity of-declining revenues increases

may in part be related to the diversion of fdnds to these other areas.

At the same time, it should not be interpreted as a de facto

diminuatjon in the quality of instruction at private campuses as they

experience decreasing revenues. Rather4 it may again reflect,

differences in the options open to administrators at private and public

institutions.

For example, At appears that admini$trators in private

institutions have more .latitude in nakin, academic, program changes than
! ,

do their counterpart$ in. public institutions. One factor is,the

greater tendency forfacuAties to be unionized at public institutions,.

which limits admifistrative discretion in making program changes.

Another factor is that administrators at private institutions appear to

be more sensitive to market demands for educational, services

(Somervill; 41980. Thus one interpretatioK of the instructional-

expenditure curves is that pruning in instructional areas; such as the

discontinuation of low demand programs, occurs more'frequently in

private as compared.to public institutions. This may_result in an

overall decrease in the proportion of total expenditures allocated to

instruction, while at the same time result,in a strengthegng of the

remaining' programs and the provision of resources to other areas of

operation. Finer-grained research on cutback management is, needed to

determine the extent to which factors such as these operate to create

!
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41.

differences in the options open to administrators in public and private

Institutions.

Moreover, while this° latge-sample study has identified patterns of

resource allocation, more intensive, small - sample studiei should b9

directed toward explaining variations in reallocation behavior across

institutions. For'example, what institution-specific factors constrain

rea+4ocatioqj Some candidates include the demographic composition of

staff, and faculty (Pfeffer, 1983), particularly in the extent to which

the faculty.of the institution is tenured. Similarly, the power

corifigurations and coalitions'that-form within an institution may have

,a major impact on decisions About how the - institution can really gate

resources (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1974; Salancik and Pfeffer, 197',

Beye -, I982). Do institutions that have relative equality of power

among different academic units have egreater propensity make

reallocations Of resources in a way that best reflects the interests of

the institution? Or, does a concentration of p)ower result in the

protection of vested. interests at the expense of the long-term

interests'of the institution?

One area that a study of this sort could not examine because of ,

he limititions of the-datkbase employed is how resources are
4

Callocated among academic prOgrams. This is an,important topic, and

t has been iddntified as one of the major areas in whith institutions

an make strategic responses to declining revenues and enrollments

Zammuto, Whetten, and Cameron, 1983). Some of the relevant questions

at need to be examined are: To what extent are resources shifted

f om one program to another in response to changing revenues and

enrollments? Are there differences between public and private
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institutions, as suggested' above, in their\ ability to reallocate

,

resources among programs, and to make major thanges in their

configuration of programs? How do power distributions among faculties

,

affect the ability ,a administrators to selectively cut and reallocate

resources:among different academic areas? Finally, what is the overpll

impact of rIallocation and program modification on the abl)ity.of an

institutiajto attract revenues and enrollments in later yeirs?
.

One can conclUde that this study has raised as many.questions' as

it has answered, which indicatesjhe value of.large scale studies irk

guiding the direction of future,research; By understanding the genera

dynamics within the system, better selection of relevant problems for

future research Can be made. And, the overview or general dynamics

creates a context within which the findings of intensive, small-sample

studies can be put into perspective. Concretes guidelines on cutback

0.1

management for administrators cannot be developed until thet.e is an

understanding of how the system operates in a general sense, nor untii-

finer-grained studies provide information on why institutions vary from

these general pattdrns of behavior. This study is but the first step

in creating this type of understanding.
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FOOTNOTES,

2
1

Jick and Murray (1982) include.bo he severity of a Aduction in-
funding and the relative time pr sures imposed on an organization, in

m.

their typology of cutback orises:' The, gen ral logic concerning the'
severity of decreasing r enues made in hypothesis- 1 is consistent with
their model, but the d'dimension of time pressure has not been
included. e reas eliminating time pressure frdm the scope of
the study as that it could not be examined within the context of the

R HEGIS dat4 base.

,e/
This' is a revisi nig Interpretation of Murray, Jick, and 8radshaw
(1983),, WI class fy04.4°Wthet-bbard cuts'as an.internal response to
decline as oppoed to g'ili3Wi4 tactics The argument made here is
that across-thi7bcord cUtS6.-Are a-passive response to declining revenues
that resuit in aalrti,ial:a ica!tion\of responsibi ty fOr makin cuts:

s As a paSsiVe'reOdnset!,10 cuts-oftefilde4intoughet"
administratilke,014 tresource real locations.

s' A
/

b
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APPENDIX

Current Fund Expenditure and Mandatory Transfer Classifications

This appendix provides a brief overview of the types,of
expenditures that are classified within each of the ten functional
categories. Thit information is abstracted from Allen (1980), and
readers interested in a more comprehensive breakdown of the categories
are referred to that source.

Instruction

Includes expenditures for all,activiities that are part of an
institution's instructional program. The following types of activities
are included in this category.

-General academic instruction
-Vocational/technical instruction
- Special session instruction
- Community education
-Rreparatory instruction

A

Research

Includes all, expenditures for activities specifically organized to
produce research outcomes, whether commissioned by an agency'external
to the institution or separately budgeted by an organizational unit
wi in e ins ion. 'c ivi ie s--tivat-wcrolii-be-i-Trcittded-tn-ttrts

category are:

-Institutes and research centers
- Individual and project research

Public Service

Includes funds expended for activities that are established
primarily to provide noninstructional services that are beneficial to
individuals and groups external to the institution. Activities in this
category'include:

- Community service
- Cooperative extension programsL
- Public broadcasting services

Academic ,Support

Includes funds expended primarily for support services fittr the
institution's primary missions: instruction, research, and public
service. This category includes the following types of activities:
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4

.- Museums and gallaries
,Educational media services
- Academic computing support
-Academic administration,
-Academic personnel development
- Course and curriculum development

Libraries

Includes expenditures fOr organized a vities that-directly
support the operation of a-catalogued or o erwie classified
collection of published material.

Student Services

Includes funds expended for offices of recruitment, admissions,
and the registrar, and those activities whose primary purposdbis to
contribute to students' emotional and physical well-being and to their
intellectual, cultural, and social development outside the context of
the formal instruction program. This category includes the following
types of activities:

- Student services administration
- Social and cultural development
- Counseling and career guidance
- Financial aid administration

L. -Student admissions
- Student records
- Student health services

Institutional Support

Includes expenditures for central executive-level activities,
ffhancial management, administrative data processing, space
utilization, logistics, personnel management, and community and alumni
relations. This category includes the following types of activities.

- Executive managemebt
- Fiscal operations
- General administrative and logistical support
:Administrative computing support
- Public relations/development

Plant Maintenance

Includes all current funds expenditures for the operation and
maintenance of the institution's physical plant. This category
includes:

-Physical plant,administr"ation
- Building maintenance
- Custodial services
-Utilities
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-Landscape and grounds maintenance
-Major repairs and renovations

Scholarshipsd Fellowships

Includes expenditures for scholarships and fellowships in the form
of outright grants of the recipients'are selected brthe institution
and the award financed frompurrent funds, including Supplemental
Educational. Opportunity Grants. Both merit and need-based awards are

included.

Educational and General Mandatory Transfers

Includes transfers from current funds tp other funds arising out
of binding legal obligations related to the financing of the
educational plant, and 2) grant agreements-with external agencies and
individuals. This category includes:

.

..

-Provision for debt service on education plant
-Loadfund matching grants
-Other mandatory traWers, such as the Federal College Work-Study
Program

e
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